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Performance of magnetoresistive sensors is today mainly limited by their 1/f low-frequency noise. Here, we study this
noise component in vortex-based TMR sensors. We compare the noise level in different magnetization configurations
of the device, i.e vortex state or uniform parallel or antiparallel states. We find that the vortex state is at least an order
of magnitude noisier than the uniform states. Nevertheless, by activating the spin-transfer induced dynamics of the
vortex configuration, we observe a reduction of the 1/f noise, close to the values measured in the AP state, as the
vortex core has a lower probability of pinning into defect sites. Additionally, by driving the dynamics of the vortex
core by a non-resonant rf field or current we demonstrate that the 1/f noise can be further decreased. The ability to
reduce the 1/f low-frequency noise in vortex-based devices by leveraging their spin-transfer dynamics thus enhances
their applicability in the magnetic sensors’ landscape.

Magnetoresistive field sensors have a wide range of uses,
such as in biomedical applications1, in the automotive
industry2, robotics3, and smart city technologies like power-
grid monitoring4 or, navigation5. Figures of merit like de-
tectivity, sensitivity and spatial resolution are used to evalu-
ate the performance of such sensors6,7. At low-frequencies,
the 1/f noise component is dominant and is in fact responsi-
ble for limiting the device’s detectivity, and consequently its
performance8,9. Tackling this limitation brings about an active
research effort to reduce this noise component10,11.

Vortex-based devices, in which the free layer exhibits a
vortex magnetization distribution in its equilibrium state, are
promising magnetic field sensors due to their large linear de-
tection range12 and the fact that they show practically no hys-
teresis in this range. Besides, these devices are often con-
sidered as model systems for the study of magnetization dy-
namics. In this study, we focus on the investigation of the
1/f noise in a particular type of magnetic sensor based on a
vortex magnetic configuration integrated in a magnetic tunnel
junction (MTJ) spin torque nano-oscillator (STNO). STNOs
present very good rf characteristics for future radio-frequency
(rf) devices and applications13, such as rf generation14,15,
detection16,17 or neuromorphic computing18,19. While the use
of vortex-based STNOs for applications such as these referred
here has been largely studied, they are newcomers in the mag-
netic sensor’s landscape.

Here, we study the 1/f low-frequency noise in vortex-based
STNOs, in the first instance, to assess their performance as
magnetic field sensors. While there have been studies regard-
ing the noise properties in the low offset frequency regime in
the dynamical modes of these devices15,20 (pertaining to the
emitted rf signal), their 1/f low-frequency noise, related to the
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resistance fluctuations, is largely unstudied. Ultimately, we
provide some solutions relying on the STNO’s functionalities
to decrease the devices’ 1/f noise as a means to improve their
performance as sensors.

The studied magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) stack is com-
posed of (Si/SiO2) substrate / buffer layer /synthetic antifer-
romagnet (SAF)/MgO (1)/ FeB (6)/MgO (1)/capping layers
(thickness in nanometers). The pinned SAF layer is a PtMn
(15)/CoFe29 (2.5)/Ru (0.86)/CoFeB (1.6)/CoFe30 (2.5) multi-
layer. The free layer with a magnetic vortex as the ground
state is the FeB layer, with a diameter of 350 nm. The sample
has a tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) of 85% and an av-
erage resistance R0 = 60 Ohm. An inductive line sits 300 nm
above the magnetic tunnel junction.

In Figure 1(a) we describe the measurement circuit that has
been designed to allow the simultaneous study of the mag-
netization dynamics, in the hundreds of MHz range, and the
low-frequency noise of the device. The high-frequency com-
ponent of the circuit consists of a spectrum analyzer and an rf
power source. The low-frequency noise measurements were
performed by biasing the STNO through a balanced Wheat-
stone bridge using a dc current source. The output signal
is pre-amplified by an INA103 amplifier, followed by a sec-
ond amplification and filtering chain, reaching a total gain of
about 103. The output temporal signal is then acquired by a
16-bit acquisition card. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is
performed on the measured signal in order to obtain the noise
spectral density, SV . Noise spectral density (NSD) curves typ-
ically have a low-frequency 1/ f component, thermal white
noise and lorentzian random telegraph noise (RTN)21,22. Each
noise curve was obtained from averaging over 20 acquisitions
and its analysis is done by fitting the different noise compo-
nents in the range between 1 Hz and 5000 Hz. Here, we are
interested in the 1/f noise component.
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FIG. 1: (a) Schematic of the measurement setup. (b) Evolution of the STNO device’s resistance with the applied field in-plane
component, for a −2.0 mA bias current, in the negative chirality configuration of the vortex. (c,d) Noise level at low frequency

(1 Hz-5 kHz), represented by the Hooge Parameter, in function of the applied field in-plane component, swept from the
anti-parallel (AP) state to the parallel state (P) (in orange) and vice-versa (in blue), for the (c) positive and (d) negative chirality.

The Hooge parameter α , is a commonly used phenomeno-
logical parameter23 used to compare the 1/ f normalized noise
level of different devices with the same RA product. This pa-
rameter is extracted from the fitting of the experimental 1/f
noise spectral density component, S1/ f

V , using Eq. 1.

S1/ f
V =

αV 2

A f
(1)

where V is the average voltage of the device during each
measurement, A the device’s surface area and f the frequency.

The STNO device is placed between the two poles of an
electromagnet. We position it at an angle such that the applied
field has both in-plane and out-of-plane components, respec-
tively HIP and HOOP. The vortex magnetization distribution
in the studied STNOs is characterized by two parameters, its
polarity (P), which is the direction of the vortex’ core mag-
netization, and its chirality (C), which is the sense of the ro-
tation of the magnetization in the vortex’ body. Vortex-based
STNOs present four possible polarity/chirality magnetic con-
figurations. The polarity (± P) of the vortex can be set through
the application of a large out-of-plane magnetic field, around
±700 mT. In our experiments, the sign of the out-of-plane
field determines the vortex polarity. The vortex chirality (± C)
can be set through the injection of a large dc current, around
±5 mA. The direction of the ortho-radial Oersted field gener-
ated by the current, which itself depends on the current sign,

determines the chirality.

When an in-plane magnetic field is applied, the vortex core
is displaced from the disk’s center perpendicularly to the ap-
plied field24. For a large enough HIP the vortex core reaches
the MTJ’s edge (also called annihilation field, HA) and the
disk’s magnetization becomes uniform, aligning itself with
the applied field. In the case where the uniform free layer’s
magnetization follows the same direction as the fixed refer-
ence layer (SAF) - parallel (P) state -, the STNO resistance is
the lowest, due to the magnetoresistance effect25,26. Inversely,
when the free and fixed layers’ magnetization directions op-
pose each other, the device is in its highest resistance con-
figuration - anti-parallel (AP) state. By decreasing HIP, the
magnetic vortex is recovered at the nucleation field, HN . As
can be seen in Figure 1 b), when the device is in the AP (P)
state and the applied magnetic field is decreased (increased),
there is renucleation of the vortex core in the -C+P (-C-P) con-
figuration.

In order to compare the low-frequency noise in the differ-
ent magnetic states, the Hooge parameter is determined ex-
perimentally, for the positive (Idc = +2.0 mA) and negative
(Idc =−2.0 mA) chirality configurations of the vortex, at dif-
ferent magnetic field values between the P and AP states,
passing through the vortex state, and vice-versa (see Figure
1(c,d)). Note that for such Idc values, the STNOs are still in
the so-called subcritical regime, meaning that the spin-transfer
torques are small enough not to generate a sustained dynami-
cal state of the vortex core. For each magnetic configuration
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we calculate an average Hooge parameter value. This aver-
age value is determined from all the fitted 1/f NSD slopes that
were measured in a certain device configuration. The mag-
netic configuration for each measurement is determined by the
resistance of the device (see Figure 1(b)). We find that, for a
positive chirality, the vortex state has an average noise level
αV = 2.1×10−10 µm2 at least one order of magnitude greater
than the parallel and anti-parallel states, with Hooge param-
eters of αP = 1.4× 10−11 µm2 and αAP = 3.2× 10−11 µm2,
respectively (see Figure 1(c)). It is to be noticed that there
is a large dispersion of the measured Hooge parameters in
the vortex state, of 2.6× 10−10 µm2, which is much larger
than the error bars, contrary to what is measured in the satu-
rated cases, where the dispersion is of 0.2× 10−11 µm2 and
0.4× 10−11 µm2, in the P and AP states, respectively. This
dispersion is most probably associated with the fact that in the
displacement of the vortex core perpendicularly to the applied
magnetic field lines24, as HIP changes, the vortex core moves
between pinning sites and or material grains14,27. When these
are present there is an increase in the measured low-frequency
noise as it gets pinned. We find that the Hooge parameter in
the AP state is threefold that of the P state. This difference is
well explained by the electrical 1/ f noise dependence on the
number of open conduction channels in the tunneling barrier,
which is higher in the parallel state28. This is indeed a classi-
cal behavior in TMR based sensors29. Hence, in case of a pure
electrical origin, it could be expected that in the vortex state
the noise would be limited between the parallel and the anti-
parallel states’ noise levels. Given that we find a noise am-
plitude much larger than that of the AP one, we elaborate that
the magnetic noise component is behind the increase of α in
the vortex state, when compared to the saturated states, where
the magnetic noise is minimised21. Interestingly, we find that
the measured 1/f noise is independent of the vortex chirality
and polarity configuration, given that the Hooge parameter has
comparable values in the different configurations (see Figure
1 (c,d)). After having characterized the 1/f noise in the vortex
configuration, we propose in the following some strategies to
reduce the low-frequency noise of the vortex states close to
the values obtained in the uniform states.

A first approach is based on the use of a dc current injected
into the STNO device that generates a spin-transfer torque
that acts upon the layer’s magnetization. For Idc < 0, the
induced spin-transfer torque acts as an extra-damping term
and as such, no self-sustained precession of the vortex core
occurs. In these measurements, the applied magnetic field is
fully out-of-plane, µ0HOOP = 170 mT. As can be observed
in Figure 2, we first observe a reduction of the Hooge
parameter for Idc between −1 mA and −3 mA, reaching
α = 1.4×10−10 µm2, a typical value for the vortex state (see
Figure 1).

For Idc > 0, we first see that up to Idc = 3 mA the Hooge
parameter remains in the range of what is obtained at zero cur-
rent. For Idc between 3 mA and 5 mA, we find that the Hooge
parameter gradually decreases. Then, for a large enough cur-
rent Idc > Icrit of 6 mA, the STNO enters the self-sustained
oscillation regime, as can be seen by the increase of the os-

cillations’ power in the inset of Figure 2. While the sys-
tem’s sustained dynamics occur in the radio frequency range,
in the case of the studied device around 240 MHz, we study
here how they influence the low-frequency noise of the de-
vice. In this regime, we determine a decrease and stabiliza-
tion of the Hooge parameter value, with the device achieving
α = 3.6 × 10−11 µm2. Moreover, we also find a clear de-
crease of the dispersion of the measured values, reducing to
1.2×10−11 µm2 (see Figure 2). The precessional movement
of the vortex core, in the self-sustained regime, makes it less
sensible to material defects of the free layer, therefore decreas-
ing the measured low-frequency noise. This noise reduction
is in the magnetic component of the 1/f low-frequency noise.

FIG. 2: Evolution of the Hooge parameter with the applied
bias current. The inset shows the oscillation power of the rf

emission due to the emerging vortex dynamics. The red
dotted line represents the Hooge parameter measured in the

AP state.

We find that the vortex magnetization dynamics strongly
influence the low-frequency noise of the device. There is a
reduction of the 1/f noise of the STNO, while still exhibiting
a vortex magnetization distribution at the free layer. The
self-sustained oscillations of the vortex don’t significantly
alter the sensor’s large linear detection range, thus keeping its
advantage. The measured Hooge parameter in this regime is
comparable to that measured in the AP state in the sub-critical
regime (see red dotted line in Figure 2).

Another approach to improve the 1/f noise amplitude is by
relying on the injection of an rf signal into the STNO. In fact,
there are two possibilities to generate rf torques acting on the
vortex core dynamics, either by using an rf field generated in
an rf line close to the device or by using an rf current directly
injected into the device. Both these options are tested here-
after.

We study the influence of an alternating magnetic field act-
ing on the vortex magnetization. The injection of an oscillat-
ing current into the inductive line generates an oscillating in-
plane magnetic field at the free layer. In this case, the device
is operating in the self-sustained regime, for Idc = 8.0 mA and
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µ0HOOP = 170 mT (see Figure 2). For an injection power
of 1 mW, the rf current amplitude in the inductive line is
Ir f = 6.9 mA. For an STNO in the self-sustained operation
regime, the measured noise without any rf field is slightly
higher than the noise measured in the anti-parallel state, as
presented in Figure 2 for large positive current. In Figure 3
(a), we observe that by applying an rf field with a frequency
in the range of 200-280 MHz, the noise level at the studied
operation conditions (Idc = 8.0 mA and µ0HOOP = 170 mT)
is reduced from 5.4×10−11 µm2 to a third of this value. The
Hooge parameter value measured without an applied rf field
in these operation conditions is represented by a red dotted
line in Figure 3. The average Hooge parameter obtained in
this case is αHr f = 1.8× 10−11 µm2. We purposefully chose
to sweep a frequency range which includes the STNOs reso-
nance frequency, 243 MHz. We find that the achieved noise
reduction is similar whether the signal is off resonance or in
resonance.

FIG. 3: (a) Hooge parameter in function of the frequency of
the applied oscillating field, with fixed Pr f = 1 mW. The red
line indicates the value measured in the absence of this field.
(b) Hooge parameter in function of the power amplitude of
the field at a fixed frequency, f = fres = 243.1 MHz. The

green dotted lines represent the Hooge parameter measured
in the P state.

Increasing the intensity of the rf field, the decrease of the
1/f noise level is more pronounced. As the vortex core
movement is faster, with less probability of pinning, we find
a decrease of the measured Hooge parameter, as shown in
Figure 3(b). This noise reduction is limited by the noise
level of the parallel state, which is the minimum achievable
noise level of the device, represented by a green dotted line
in Figure 3. With this strategy, the device’s detectivity can
be improved - a fundamental factor for magnetic field sensors.

A second approach investigated here to drive the dynamics
of the vortex system is by directly injecting an rf current, Ir f ,
into the STNO, while keeping Idc < Icrit , so that the STNO
remains in the sub-critical (damped) regime. Note that this
second series of measurements has been performed on a dif-
ferent STNO from the same wafer but having comparable op-
eration and noise properties. When a 3.2 nW rf current is

injected we measure αIr f = 1.8× 10−10 µm2, while without
an rf current we have αV = 3.0×10−10 µm2. Although there
is a reduction of the noise level, the Hooge parameter is still
an order of magnitude larger than αP, due to the absence of
self-sustained oscillations of the vortex core. We observe this
decrease for Ir f with frequencies close to the nano-oscillators
resonance frequency - around 290 MHz -, but also below it,
down to 500 kHz which is the lower frequency limit of the
instruments used in the experimental work. We find that the
noise reduction deriving from the rf driven vortex core motion
is a non-resonant effect. Compared to the situation where an
rf field is applied, much lower rf powers are necessary for the
same relative reduction of the noise level, with a few nW be-
ing supplied in this case versus slightly below 0.1 mW in the
previous case. This is due to the increased efficiency of the rf
current in driving the vortex core motion.

FIG. 4: Hooge parameter as a function of the injected rf
current frequency, for the operating conditions:

µ0HIP = 400 mT, Idc = 1.0 mA and Pr f = 3.2nW.

In summary, we analyse the 1/f low-frequency noise in vortex-
based spin-torque nano-oscillators by determining the Hooge
parameter, α , in different conditions. Firstly, we find that in
the uniform states the α of the studied device is comparable
to that of typical state-of-the-art TMR sensors, while in the
vortex state it is over one order of magnitude larger. This is
due to the increased probability of pinning of the vortex core
into defects or inhomogeneities of the free layer. Secondly,
we determine that the dynamics of the vortex core strongly
influence the noise level of the device. In the self-sustained
oscillations’ regime the noise decreases to a level close to that
of the AP state.

Furthermore, we present a novel strategy for reducing the
1/f low-frequency magnetic noise, through the application of
an in-plane rf field or injection of an rf current. By using this
approach while the device is operating in the self-sustained
regime, we are capable of further decreasing the measured
noise level to values close to the minimum attainable. As
such, we can have a vortex-based STNO with relevant noise
properties, comparable to those of state-of-the-art TMR field
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sensors. At the same time, we profit from the specific advan-
tages of vortex-based STNOs for sensing applications: large
linear detection range and high spatial resolution. This noise
reduction technique based on the spin-torque dynamics of the
vortex can have an impact on the sensors’ industry, which may
profit from the advantages of the vortex configuration.
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